Theoretical expressions for ionization cross sections by electron impact based on the binary encounter Bethe (BEB) model, valid from ionization threshold up to relativistic energies, are proposed.
tions, as well as in several applied fields such as radiation science, plasma physics, astrophysics and also elemental analysis using X-ray fluorescence (XRF), Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and electron probe microanalysis (EPMA). These areas of study need enormous and continuous quantities of data, within a certain accuracy level, for different targets over a wide range of energy values.
Electron impact ionization and excitation have been actively studied by many research groups since the 1920's. Most of the work produced was based on classical collision theory, and several first principle theories were developed [14, 55, 69, 3, 4, 75] . The most important work in the field of electron-atom collision was made by Bethe (1930) who derived the correct form of the ionization cross section shape for high-energy collisions [3] using the plane-wave Born approximation (PWBA). Since then, several empirical and semi-empirical models have been proposed to describe electron impact ionization of atoms and molecules [21, 71, 72, 73, 43, 45] , and several reviews on them were published [56, 32] . However, each of these models works only on a limited range of target atoms and/or electron energy values and accuracies are in most cases very low. With the advance of quantum mechanical computational methods, some very accurate ab initio calculations were performed. Nevertheless, these calculations are very time-consuming, limiting the domain of applicability of such models [62, 53, 6, 7] .
In the last years, many analytical formulas have been developed to overcome these difficulties, some of them empirical [50, 5, 23] and others derived from first principles [39, 40, 18, 70] .
The binary-encounter-Bethe (BEB) model proposed by Kim and Rudd [39] successfully combines the binary-encounter theory with the dipole interaction of the Bethe theory for fast incident electrons [3] , and meets the above mentioned requirements. The BEB method, using an analytic formula that requires only the incident particle energy (T ), the target particle's binding energy (B) and the target particle's kinetic energy (U), generates direct ionization cross section curves for neutral atoms, which are reliable in intensity (± 20%) and shape from the ionization threshold to a few keV in the incident energy [38, 41] , or to thousands keV [57] if we consider its relativistic version (RBEB) [40] .
The factor 1/(T +U +B) was the only ad-hoc term considered in the BEB model (cf. Eq. (57) in Ref. [39] ), accounting for the projectile's kinetic energy change upon entering the atomic cloud.
Although this type of scaling has been inserted in several theories such as the PWBA [37] , its success remains to be explained, even though it is an practical way to account for the electron exchange, distortion and polarization effects that are absent in the first-order PWBA. Kim and Rudd [39] noticed that they had to modify the scaling of the BEB/RBEB models. Comparisons to experimental data [57] suggested that a simple average of the BEB cross sections with the 1/(T + U + B) and 1/T terms reproduces the experimental K-shell ionization cross section data at low to intermediate Z values, and the results obtained with the classical term 1/T follow closely the experimental data for L-Shell ionization. Thus, in order to take advantage of the success of the BEB/RBEB models, it is necessary to choose one of the terms 1/T , 1/(T + U + B) and 1/2[1/T + 1/(T + U + B)] according to the sub-shell to be ionized.
In this work, we use a different scaling for the BEB/RBEB models, in which, instead of using several scaling terms depending the ionization subshell, we adopt a 1/(T + C) term for all sub-shells, where C is a constant for each Z. This constant is related with the energy change of the incident electron in the field of the nucleus and the bound electrons of the target atom.
This article is organized as follows. A brief outline of the underlying theory is presented in Sec. 2. The results are compared with available experimental and theoretical data in Sec. 3. The conclusions are presented in Sec. 4.
Theory
The relativistic theory of the BEB and RBEB models is given in detail in Refs. [39, 40] . Below, therefore, we restrict ourselves to a rather brief account of the basic expressions, just enough for discussing the role of the scaling denominator in the ionization cross sections computation.
The term 1/T in the Bethe cross section was included originally to normalize the cross section to the incoming electron flux per unit area perpendicular to the incident beam direction.
This term was modified by Burguess [10, 9] , and later by Vriens [9, 10, 74, 22] , who replaced it by 1/(T + U + B), with the argument that the effective kinetic energy of the incident electron seen by the target is T plus the energy of the bound electron. This denominator can be seen as the scaling factor to represent the correlation between the two colliding electrons. Although the BEB and RBEB models have been very successful in reproducing the ionization cross sections, as mentioned previously, the scaling factor may be adapted in order to take into account where ionization takes place.
In the model presented in this article we replace all the used scaling factors in the BEB/RBEB models by the 1/(T + C), where C is a factor that depends only on Z.
Considering that the C(Z) function in the term 1/[T + C(Z)] is related to the shielding of the nuclear charge by the bound electrons of the target atom, and that the binding energy of the K-shell electrons in neutral atoms (in a.u.) scales as 0.4240Z 2.1822 (Casnati et al. [11] ), we may assume that C(Z) should have an almost quadratic form. Therefore, as a first approximation, we adopt C(Z) to be equal to the hydrogenic energy levels expression, i.e., C(Z) = Z 2 eff /(2n 2 ), where n the principal quantum number, and Z eff is the effective nuclear charge that accounts for the electronic shielding and electronic correlation.
Moreover, in order to emulate the energy change of the incident electron when it penetrates the electronic cloud, we assume a linear combination of the corresponding sub-shell hydrogen-like energy levels for the function C(Z), which, in atomic units, can be written as
where a and b are constants. An analysis of the experimental results across the whole Z spectra leads to the use of a = 0.3 and b = 0.7. From the data published by Clementi et al. [12, 13] , we have obtained Z eff,1s = 0.9834Z − 0.1947 and Z eff,2s = 0.7558Z − 1.1724. Replacing these functions in Eq. (1), we get for K-shell ionization
In the cases where the Z eff is not known, we may use the well-known approximation that considers the effective nuclear charge to be given by the atomic number minus the inner electrons up to the sub-shell being ionized.
Modified binary encounter Bethe model
The modified binary encounter Bethe model (MBEB) total ionization cross section, in reduced units, is written as
where the reduced units are expressed as
In Eq. (4), C is the scaling constant given by Eq. (1), N is the occupation number, a 0 is the Bohr's radius (5.29 × 10 −11 m), and R is the Rydberg energy (13.6 eV).
The relativistic counterpart of the modified binary encounter Bethe model (MRBEB) reads
where
and α is the fine structure constant, c is the speed of light in vacuum, and m is the electron mass.
Results
The present MBEB/MRBEB models produce reliable cross sections between the threshold and the peak without using any experiment-dependent parameters.
As an illustration, we apply the nonrelativistic MBEB and relativistic MRBEB expressions to the K-shell ionization of C, Ne, Si, Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Fe, Zn, Co, Sr, and Ag, to the L-shell ionization of Se, Kr, Ag, Sb, Xe, and Ba, and to the M-shell ionization of Pb and Bi.
Contrary to the BEB/RBEB models, which require two input parameters (B and U), the MBEB/MRBEB models require only the knowledge of one parameter, the binding energy B. For the binding energies of innershell electrons, one can use experimental values [17] to match experimental thresholds precisely, or theoretical binding energies from Dirac-Fock wave functions that are reliable to 1% or better in general. The values of B of the elements studied in this work are listed in Table 1 . For the carbon atom the K-shell binding energy was taken from Ref. [8] , while the remaining elements K-shell binding energies were obtained from Ref. [17] . The L-and M-shell binding energies were evaluated using the MDFGME code developed by J. P. Desclaux and P. Indelicato [16, 31] .
The electron occupation number was set to N = 2 for s 1/2 and p 1/2 orbitals, N = 4 for p 3/2 and d 3/2 orbitals and N = 6 for d 5/2 orbitals.
K-shell ionization
On (5)] to all available experimental data, to the empirical cross sections by Hombourger et al. [29] , Haque et al. [23] , and to the analytical model by Bote et al. [5] , which results from a fit to a database of cross sections calculated using the plane-wave (PWBA) and distorted-wave (DWBA) Born approximations. For overvoltages (t = T /B) lower than 16, the fit was done to the DWBA database, and for t > 16 the PWBA database was used, since, for high-energies, the difference between the DWBA and PWBA cross sections is negligible. The DWBA/PWBA model, labeled as DWBA for simplicity, provides ionization cross section values that agree with those in the DWBA/PWBA database to within about 1%, except for projectiles with near-threshold energies. Since both the Hombourger et al. model and the XCVTS model of Haque et al. are empirical, the range of validity of such models is limited by the availability of experimental data. Furthermore, the XCVTS model uses a scaling term with different coefficients for different shells as in the unmodified BEB/RBEB expressions.
In the analysis of Figs. 1 and 2, as discussed previously by Santos et al. [57] , caution is warranted when comparing the experimental and theoretical data represented. Experimental data are mainly obtained through the detection of X-rays or Auger electrons emitted when bound electrons fill the K-shell vacancies created by electron impact. However, K-shell vacancies can be created not only by direct ionization but also by excitations of K electrons to unoccupied bound states. Since most theories, including the MBEB/MRBEB models, are designed for only direct ionization by electron impact, experimental data may exceed the theoretical data by the amount due to excitations of K electrons to bound levels. Therefore, unless experimental data have explicitly excluded the K-shell vacancies created by excitation, comparisons of theories and experiments may have an inherent ambiguity of ∼10%.
Below we discus the cases that we analyzed. In order to compare the experimental values to the different theoretical results, we used the reduced χ 2 , Q, defined by Q = χ 2 /ν, where ν is the number of experimental data points:
• Carbon: The relativistic and nonrelativistic cross sections are almost identical for T < 1 keV. The present MRBEB cross section, the DWBA and the XCTVS results are in good agreement with the experimental data by Egerton et al. [19] , Tawara et al. [68] , and Isaacson et al. [33] (with the reduced χ 2 , Q, equal to 0.91, 0.65 and 0.73, respectively), while the experimental data by Hink et al. [25] display an increasing trend toward lower T not seen in any other theory or experiment.
• Neon: The relativistic and nonrelativistic cross sections are almost identical for T < 100 keV. The theoretical cross sections are in fairly good agreement with experimental data by Tawara et al. [68] , Glupe et al. [20] , and Platten et al. [51] .
• Silicon: We see the beginning of the relativistic rise at T > 100 keV, which is not followed by the nonrelativistic MBEB. In this high T region, all theoretical relativistic data agree with the experimental data by Ishii et al. [34] and Shchagin et al. [64] , with Q values from 0.4 (Hombourger) to 0.7 (DWBA).
• Scandium: The experimental results by An et al. [2] are not in agreement with any of the theories presented here, so new experimental data are required to better understand this case.
• Titanium: The experiments are divided into two groups. The experimental cross sections by Jessenberger et al. [35] lie above all theoretical data in the peak region, while the experimental cross sections by He et al. [24] are lower than all theoretical data.
• Vanadium: The MRBEB cross section values for vanadium are in good agreement with the experimental data by An et al. [2] , having the lowest Q value of all theoretical models, which ranges from 20.9 to 130.5.
• Chromium: We notice that all experimental data except the one from He et al. [24] for chromium agree with the represented theoretical models, confirming the trend of the experimental data by He et al. observed in Ti.
• Iron: Although there is a general agreement between the theoretical data and the experimental results, the MRBEB model underestimates slightly the ionization cross sections in the peak region.
• Zinc: The MRBEB cross sections are in good agreement with the experimental data by Tang et al. [67] at low T , and with the only experimental value at high T from Ishii et al. [34] . This is confirmed by the low Q value of 1.1 that we find, to be compared to the high value of 18.3 for the XCVTS model. Nevertheless, the MRBEB values become larger than the other three theoretical cross section values beyond T = 1 MeV. There is thus a strong need of new experiment for T > 1 MeV is desirable to distinguish different predictions from different theories.
• Cobalt: The experimental data by An et al. [1] agree very well with the MRBEB model, from threshold to the ionization peak, which produces the lowest Q value of all models in a range from 0.2 to 10.6.
• Strontium: The theoretical data disagree among them and with the experimental data. However, we observe that the MRBEB model (Q=3.2) follows more closely the experimental data by Shevelko et al. [65] at low T , while the DWBA (Q=6.3) and the Hombourger (Q=10.0) models follow more closely the experimental data by Middleman et al. [49] at high T .
• Silver: Ten sets of experimental data are compared with the MRBEB cross sections and other theories. Again, experiments are divided into groups near the peak. The experimental data by Davis et al. [15] agree well with the Hombourger cross sections. The experimental data by Schneider et al. [59] , Kiss et al. [42] , Hoffman et al. [28] agree with the MRBEB cross sections. The data by el Nasr et al. [63] and Hubner et al. [30] disagree with all the presented theoretical cross sections.
Although all theoretical cross sections agree in the vicinity of T = 500 keV, the difference between the present MRBEB cross section values and the other theoretical relativistic cross section values is widening at T = 1 MeV, amplifying the trend observed in Zn and Sr. The silver atom is another example for which definitive measurements would help to distinguish different theories.
L-and M-shell ionization
In order to investigate the range of applicability of the approach presented in this work besides the K-shell ionization, we have also applied the MBEB and MRBEB models to the L-shell ionization of Se, Kr, Ag, Sb, Xe and Ba, and to M-shell ionization of Pb and Bi.
On Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 the MBEB and MRBEB cross sections for the L-shell (for Se, Kr, Ag, Sb, Xe, and Ba) and M-shell (for Pb and Bi), respectively, are displayed as well as the theoretical results obtained with the DWBA, XCVTS and Lotz [45, 46] models, and by Scofield [61] , and the experimental available data for the analyzed elements. The Lotz empirical expression, proposed more than 30 years ago, is one of the most successful formulas for calculating total direct ionization of any given state.
Concerning the L-Shell ionization, we notice that the MRBEB cross sections are in good agreement with the experimental data for the analyzed elements, except Xe, having the lowest Q value for Se, Kr, Sb and Ba (1.2, 0.6, 0.5, 0.6, respectively), and the second lowest for Ag (1.4) . The theoretical data disagree among them, namely in the peak region; the DWBA values produce the highest peak, followed in equal ground by the XCVTS and the Lotz curves, and finally by the MBEB and MRBEB curves. It should be pointed out that the experimental data by Hippler et al. [26] for Xe exhibits the greater uncertainty (about 30%) among the studied cases. This uncertainty is less than 17% for the other elements. The experimental data for the M-shell ionization is scarce and exist only for high incident electron energies, in the relativistic regime (T > 10 4 keV). In this high region, all theoretical relativistic data agree with the experimental data by Ishii et al. [34] and Hoffman et al. [28] , with Q values equal to 0.4 (XCVTs), 0.7 (MRBEB), and 1.7 (DWBA) for Pb, and 0.3 (XCVTs), 0.9 (MRBEB), and 2.0 (DWBA) for Bi. The comparison among the theoretical data have the same outcome obtained for the L-Shell.
Conclusions
The new MBEB and MRBEB models presented in this work require only one atomic parameter, namely the binding energy of the electrons to be ionized, and, contrary to the BEB/RBEB models, use only one scaling term (1/(T + C)) for the ionization of all sub-shells.
The MBEB and MRBEB expressions were used to obtain the K-, L-, and M shell ionization cross sections by electron impact for several atoms with Z from 6 to 83.
We pointed out that the comparison of the MRBEB cross sections to experimental values contains inherent ambiguities, because the MRBEB model predicts cross sections for the direct ionization of electrons of a definite subshell, while most experimental data are based on all sub-shell vacancies created by direct ionization as well as excitations to bound levels.
As show on Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4, relativistic effects become increasingly important as the binding energies of the elements increase. Hence, relativistic theory must be used for treating both atomic structure and collision dynamics for medium to heavy atoms.
The presented comparisons show that the MRBEB model produces reliable K-, L-and M-shell ionization cross sections between the threshold and several MeV with an accuracy of ∼20%, or better, without using empirical parameters.
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